
Crohn’s disease is a chronic, systemic disease that manifests as in�ammation within the 
gastrointestinal (GI or digestive) tract, most commonly in the area between the small 
intestine (ileum) and the colon.1,2 It is a progressive disease, meaning it gets worse over time.1,2 

Crohn’s disease belongs to a larger group of diseases called in�ammatory bowel disease (IBD).1,2

The symptoms of Crohn’s disease di�er depending 
on what part of the GI tract is impacted and the level of 
disease activity.2 Symptoms range from mild to severe 
and may include:1,2

Symptoms can come and go without warning. Many 
people go through periods when they experience 
few or no symptoms, and periods of �are-ups when 
symptoms are more frequent and/or intense.1,2

Updated guidelines from the Selecting Therapeutic Targets in In�ammatory Bowel Disease (STRIDE-II) initiative 
include treatment goals such as clinical remission (experiencing few or no symptoms) and endoscopic 
improvement or visible improvement of the intestinal lining as seen during endoscopy.5 

Crohn’s Disease

Signs and Symptoms 

Treatment Goals

Persistent diarrhea

Abdominal pain

Rectal bleeding

Mouth sores

Loss of appetite

Weight loss

Fatigue
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Approximately 780,000 
people in the U.S. are 

a�ected by Crohn’s 
disease.1

Men and women have 
an equal chance of
developing Crohn’s 

disease.3

Crohn’s disease is usually 
diagnosed between 
the ages of 15-35.1

Between 5% and 22% of 
people with Crohn’s disease 
have a �rst-degree relative 

(parent, child, or sibling) 
with IBD.4
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